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ADOPTION OF THE IŒK^T OF THE POUPTH SESSION (ID/B/L.76 and Add. 1-8)  (continued) 

Chapter V (ID/B/L.7ü/Add.5) 

Paragraphs 1-2 

1.      Paragraphs 1-2 were adopted. 

Paragraph 3 

2' Mr. 5TIBRAVY (United States of America) said that, for the sake of clarity, 

the last sentence should start with the phrase "In the view of these [or som«] 

delegations,''. 

3.  It was so agreed. 

4«      Mr. KRYLOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) proposed the insertion 

at the end of the ¡.aragraph of the following words: "Some delegations stressed that 

expansion of UNIDO»s activities and improvement of the effectiveness of its work must 

be achieved primarily through further improvement of the utilization of personnel, 

especially the reduction of the number of administrative personnel and concomitant 

improvement of the substantive branch, improvement of the qualifications of staff 

members, elimination of every type of unproductive expenditure, and elimination of 

duplication in the work of the various sections of the secretariat". 

5«  It was so agreed. 

6«  Paragraph 3. as amended, was adopted. 

Paragraph 4 

7«      Paragraph 4 was adopted. 

Paragraph 5 

8« Mr.  aVEHHEVIG (Norway) said that in the last sentence the phrase "One 

delegation" was somewhat misleading as his delegation had been speaking on behalf 

of the Nordic delegations.    He therefore suggested that the sentenoe should start 

''Gome delegations suggested..." 

').      It was so agreed 

10 o Paragraph 5, as amendât, was adopted. 
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Paragraph 6 

11•    Paragraph 6 was adopted. 

Paragraph 7 

12. Paragraph 7 was adopted. 

Paragraph 8 

13. Mr.  SIAZON (Philippines),  supported by Mr.  SAKHAA  (India),  said that the 

reference in the first aentence to "one delegation" was inaccurate a. a martyr of 

delegations had urged an increase in the allocations to the regular programe.    Toe 
text should be amended accordingly. 

14. It was so agreed. 

15. Mr.  CZAMPWSKI (Poland),  supported by Mr. KRYLOV (Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics), proposed that the following sentence should be added to the paragraph: 

»Some délestions expressed their reservations concerning the inclusion of the 

provision for the regular programme of technical assistance in the United Nation. 
budget". 

16. It was so agreed. 

!7«    Paragraph 8. as amended, was adopted. 

Paragraph ft 

18. Paragraph 9 was adopted. 

Paragraph 10 

19. Mr, CZABKDWSKI (Poland) proposed that in the first sentence the word 

"unanimously" should be deleted and the words »without objection« added after 
"approved". 

20.    It was so agreed. 

21 "    paragraph 10. as amended,  was adopted. 

Paragraph 11 

22.    Paragraph 11 was adopted. 

23*     -hapUr V °f the draft rep0rt f•/Vb.7ó/Add.S). - ammdBd.  M ^^ 



.'a^e 
04 

Chapter VI; .uggUgn of the establishment of subaidiarv organs of the Board 

(lD/3/i,,7u/Aad._,\i 

<M.    Cfu )tei   "1 was adopted. 

Capter -{IL ¿U¿£L^cerning inter-govemmentai yd non-govmmtntal organizations 

(IL-/3//.:.7.)/Add.3) 

<-5.    j^ha.Pt_er   /II  ^as adopted. 

cnwty   m  (b¡.    c9n<l^iTat^on of Gagerai AflUBOlv resolution 2S77 (XXIV).  incl^nf 

.%e 2Covi»iono ofjhjit ranolütian reUting to the recomeadations and resolutiona of 

lfr¿^lÍ£L«rJ^tA<wal  Jym^osiuir un Industrial Development and of the Industrial 
Development   í>oard  (IV/B/L. fo/;tdd.] j 

*?''•    ^hagjer  .'III (bj was adopted. 

G-M£Í£L HU (c);   ^oMid^ration of the repo^ of tat Joint Inepeotion Unit 
(lD/3/L.7u/Add./lJ 

:-7•    Chapter  /IH (c) was adopted. 

CHagter.11;     -ienerai Tubate ( ID/3/.,.76/Adá.ó) 

Paragraphs  l~'t 

Zb.    "aragraphs  1-4 were adopted. 

£'y' 'r.   ^P'rlJ]UMi  (CubaJ  proposed that a sentence should be added to the 

effect that one dele/çation cons^red   *h.A the principle of universality should be 

extended  to Cher countries aot yet in UNIDO,  namely the People's Republic of China, 

the i^nocratic  People's Republic of Korea and the Democratic RepuMic of Viet-Nam. 

}(«)•    It was BO agreed„ 

il •    Paragraph b,  as amended,  was adopted. 

Paragraphe o-? 

V¿>    Paragraphs 0-7 were adopted. 
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Paragraph b 

33. Mr. KRYLÜV (Union of Soviet Socialist República) said that the paragraph 

clearly contained some errors.    In the third sentence, a full stop should be inserted 

after "UNIDO-.    The following sentence should then be inserted at  that point:    »A num- 

ber of delegations proposed that such a long-range programme of work should cover a 

period of five years or  more»,  to be followed without a break by the remainder of the 

paragraph,  »and should be elaborated by individual countries and by groups of 
countries ...". 

34«    Paragraph 8 was adopted with these amendments. 

Paragraphs 9-10 

35. Paragraphs 9-10 were adopted. 

Paragraphs 11-21 

36. Paragraphs 11-21 were adopted. 

Paragraph 22 

37• Mr.  LECOURTIER (Prance) suggested that the penultimate sentence should be 

deleted, since it merely reflected a suggestion made by his delegation which was 

repeated more elegantly in the last sentence. 

38.    It was so agreed. 

39-    Paragraph 22. as amended, was adopted 

Proposed new paragraph 

40, Mr. CZA-'AUOHGICI (Poland) proposed that a further paragraph, numbered 23, 

should be included under the section headed 'Training", to read as follows;    'It was 

agreed to request the Executive Director that in elaborating UNIDO»s specific 

recommendations on the training of national qualified personnel for the accelerated 

industrialization of the developing countries,  particularly in compliance with 

General Assembly resolution 2528 (XXI/),  emphasis should be among others laid on the 

experience which developing and developed countries had gained in the training of 
such personnel' »i ti 

41. The new paragraph 23 proposed by the representative of Poland was adopted. 

42*    Paragraphs 23-29 (of document IP/B/L.76/Add.6) were adopted. 
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Paragraph 30 

43 iT    K-MWO (Upper  -Jolta)  oroposed that  in order to reflect  fully the ideas 

expressed during discussion of ireograohic-1 distribution in respect of expert recruit- 

ment,  the following sentence  should be au-od ai   .he end of iU paragraph:     "Leverai 

delegations particularly expreaoed the wish  that among ca ididates with equal quali- 

fications,   preference in recruitment  nhould  be given   co experts <>rom the developing 
countries". 

14 Kr-  >J^' (Union of Goviet   Jocialist Republics) asked whether the sentiment 

expressed in the proposed sentence would not in fact run counter to the principle 

of geographical  distribution 

45 :-.r.   r.üüUDu ; Upper   'olta, explained that hia amendment had been suggested 

with a view to correcting the recognized under-representation of the developing 

countries,   as well an of the Eastern European countries,   m the UIIILO secretariat and 

waa  in   l0 way designed to  infringe the principle of equitable geographical distribution. 

4-     The additional sentence oroposed by th9 representative of Upper   /olta was adopted. 

47       Paragraph 30,  as amended,   was adopted. 

Proposed new paragraph 

4°" ••T'  '-' ^-'I^^> v i'rinid.-id and Toöagoj,    apporteur,   sait' that he had been 

asked to  innert  after former  paragraph   i0 a new paragraph summarizing the statemant 

made by the representative of  the   Lit-rnatlonal  ;.ebcur   ..'rganisaUon,   a* follows: 

The representative of the  ILu welcomed tu* result« achieve,   by the   ¡oint  ILU-UNIDO 

forking Party established under the Agreement  between  the  two organizations, 

particularly in  the fields of management    development and vocational  training.     The 

Governing   <ody of the I.,(.  would nhortly diseuse an integrated programme of industrial 

activities for the years  1^2-1977.     rhic programme would  include the opportunity 

for  fruitful co-operation between  the two organizations      on the occasion of the 

International  „abour Conference  in Ijn),   the *,rld Employment Programm« had been 

launched as a contribution to the   ,eoond Tevelnpment  Decade,   to which Uli IDO and the 

other organizations of the United   ¡aUons  ,y„t«n had  pledged their full co-operation». 

iV       7he ^ara^raPh re:i out   L).V the    apporteur was adopted and numbered paragraph Y¿. 
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Paragraphs 31-3? (of document IP/B/L.7^/Add.6i 

50. Paragraphe 31-3^ were adopted. 

Paragraph 33 

51. Mr. ARCHIBALD (Trinidad and Tobago), Rapporteur, pointed out that the 

reference to "one delegation'« in the last sentence related to one of the "two other 

delegations" mentioned in the penultimate sentence. He therefore proposed that the 

two last sentences should be combined as follows: "Two other delegations announced 

the intention of their Governments to make contributions to UNIDO in 1971 and one of 

them was authorized to state that its Government would increase its voluntary con- 

tribution in 197 T1. 

52. Mr. PROBST (Switzerland) said he took it that the "one" delegation referred 

to in the latter half of the combined sentence proposed by -she Rapporteur was the 

Swiss delegation; in that case, it would be more correct to report that the Swiss 

Government would be happy to consider an increase in its voluntary contribution for 

similar activities as soon as the million or so Swiss francs which it had already 

contributed had been utilized. 

53. The PRESIDENT, speaking in his capacity as representative for Czechsolovakia, 

said that the last sentence of former paragraph 33 in fact referred to the Czechoslovak 

delegation, and that it v:as accurate. 

54*     Mr. PROBST (Switzerland) suggested that, in order not to give a false 

impression of the position of the Swiss de'agation, the Rapporteur might amend his 

suggestion for the combination of the lasi two sentences so as to mention the Swiss 

Government's attitude. 

^     Mr. ABDEL-RAHMAN (Executive Director) suggested that the matter might be 

solved if the phrase »in 1971" in the first part of the combined sentence were deleted. 

36' The proposal of the Rapporteur, as amended by the Executive Direotor. was adopted. 

57. Mr. ENSOR (united Kingdom) proposed that for grammatical reasons the phrase 

"urged the examination of" should be inserted between "at the same time" and "the 

possibility of" in the first sentence of paragraph 33. 

58. It was so agreed. 

59. Paragraph 33. as amended, was adopted. 

60* Chapter II (lP/pA,.76/Add.6) of the draft report was adopted. 
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CC:ir>IDEEA?IUiv )..' D'ìììT :E,\. UTIJ,^. 

Draft resolution on the role ofjwm)_ln co-ordination of activities in industrial 

development ( ID/3, . 79/Rev.l. ID/3/,..M)) 

CI.     The_PRESIBOT invited the Board to consider the draft resolution submitted 

on behalf of the Group of Twenty-^ve I ID/d/l^/Wl), to which a number of dele- 

gations had proponed -imenaments.  ( ID/ß/i AM'), 

b2' lT-  l^HwI (Nigeria) said that the amendment proposed by his delegation, 

which according to document n,/3/; ,88 referred to operative paragraph 1, should in 

fact be related to operative paragraph 2. 

63.     i-r. STI¿!üWY (united states of America) said that the correction made by 

the previous speaker was also applicable to his own delegation's amendment concerning 

the addition of the phrase in co-operation with the other organizations concerned^. 
That phrase referred to operative paragraph 2, 

04. He further stated that the name of his country should not appear in the list of 

those sponsoring the oroposed ,, ,nir, rt to the sixth line of the last sentence of 
operative paragraph 5, 

Ó. The PRESIDENT invited the Board to consider the proposed amendments 
cor^ecut: vel.v -, 

First preambular paragraph 

66. £A¡T'A¿I (India), on behalf o" the sponsors of ^he draft resolution, said 

that its intended purpose was to re-emphasize the importance of UNIDO's central co- 

ordinating role in industrialization. There was no question of undermining the 

co-ordinating role of the Economic and .Social Council. 

67.     I r. KRYLÜV (Union of Soviet Socialist -.publics), supporting the proposed 

amendment (II)/B/;,68, first amendment), said that he believed the position of UNIDO 

would be improved and the difficulties which it encountered in implementing its task 

of co-ordination would be reduced through the guidance of the Economio and Social 

council, fie considered that a reference to that body in the preamble to the draft 
resolution was quite justified, 



H.A/,, lui 
¡ age ) 

1 r '•  ! -•'• *> 'akintan) uaid that he did not consider that tue tenie of the 

preamble an drafted constituted ,m.v tnreat to the position of the economic and .¡ocial 

Council in the United i.'atiom; ny;:.tem.  'te opposed the amendment, 

>'). ' r. A'iLUL- :A;D ,i,i (executive Director; observed that para^riph ??' of 

General Assembly resolution Vj,'  i 'XI; referred snecifieal .y to the responsibilities 

of the economic and Social council.  dace that paragraph was one of thoee referred 

to in the preamble az  drafted, the amendment constituted i repetition, 

7°-      hr. JL.tAiiTT/j  (Philippines) suggested that, if it wan decided to include a 

specific reference to the economic and Jocial Council, that might be made in a separate 

paragraph, He reiterated that the sponsors of the draft resolution had had no intention 

of upsetting the existing arrangements of the United Jationo system. 

71-      1 r. JAI. JAM (India) repeated that the purpose of the draft resolution wan to 

help UMIDC in the execution of its co-ordinating role in its own special sphere of 

action.  If some amendment on the lines suggested was considered desirable, he suggested 

it might be phrased as follows: 

"I.'otinj the respective roles of ECuGOC and IWFX. on co-ordination, 

;j.'  -tato.) \y r.^ni.-i-n'   A^-;eH' '!/< r--:irl ut inn ;U'., ' (XX"! ) rrta¡>!irhiTi 17:11)0". 

T¿* i.r. VAKIWPOU" (Iran) supported that suggestion. 

73-     i.r. oui J2N  (Hungary) said that the purpose of the amendment he had pro- 

posed was to reinforce UiíIDü's authority as a co-ordinating body. He could accept 

the suggestion put forward by the representative cf India. 

74.     tir. ¡iKYiv/ (Union of Soviet Socialist 'epublics) accepted the suggestion 

made by the representative of India. 

75- The suggestion put forward by the repräsentative of India was adopted. 

7Ò- The first preambular paragraph, as amended, was adopted. 

i'econd preambular paragraph 

77> The amendment submitted by Nigeria, as set out in ID/B/L.86, was adopted. 

Operative paragraph 1 

78« Tne amendment submitted by the United States of America, as set out in 

ID/B/'".J.88I was adopted. 
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Operative paragraph  2 

79. The amendments submitted by Nigeria and the United States of America,   as set out 

in ID/B/1,86,   were adopted, 

Operative paragraph 4 1 

80. Mr. KAMATH (India) said that the Asian Group had finally decided on the 

wording of that paragraph after very careful consideration and felt that the two \ 

principles contained therein, namely that bilateral aid programmes should be co-ordinated \ 

with multilateral ones and that co-ordination should be pursued at the request of the j 

Governments concerned, shouli be clearly stated, The Group therefore found the dele- \ 

tions proposed by the delegation!;; of Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Poland and the Union of 1 

Soviet  Socialist Republics,   as  set  out   in ID/E/L.88,   unjustifiable. ! 

8l« Mr PROBST (Switzerland)  said  that his delegation would not wish to see the \ 

reference to  bilateral aid deleted,   but  that in any case Switzerland would consult ! 

UNIDO in connexion with any relevant  bilateral  programmes it might undertake. j 

82- Mr»   HALASZ (Hungary)  said that,   in the case of bilateral aid,   it was for all        1 

the parties  concerned  to  make their own  arrangements  for co-ordination,   if they  so ] 
J 

wished,   hut  that  in the draft resolution on the role of UNIDO in co-ordination emphasi3 

should he placed on co-ordinatxor. of the United Nations technical assistance programmes. 

83» Mr.   KP.YLOV  (Union of Soviet   Socialist Republics),   speaking in favour of the 

proposed amendment,   said  that matters  relaxing to bilateral programmes cf aid should 

be handled by  the parties  concerned,   and wa-ned against  the danger of infringement of 

the sovereign rights of States in that  respect.    He said that delegations might have 

less difficulty  in  accepting a rewording of the paragraph as  follows: 

"Suggests that the Executive Director should continue his consultations on 

recpaest with the Governments  concerned for better co-ordination of multi- 

lateral programmes of aid in  the field of industry with national plans and 

with bilateral programmes of  technical and economic co-operation". 

84« Mr.   STIBRAVY (United Stales of America)" asaocìàtecThis delegation with the 

remarks of the  representative of Switzerland. 
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85. Mr.  ABUBAKR (Sudan)  said he shared the point of view expressed by the 

representative of  India.     In agreeing,  after comidorable discussion,  to the inclusion 

of a reference to  bilateral aid programmée,   the Group of Twenty-Five had merely wished 

to provide for assistance to developing countries  in the better utilization of help 

which might be available to them under bilateral arrangements.    There was no question 

of interference with sovereign rights.     Indeed,   as the text  pointed out,  UNIDO would 

intervene onlv at  the request of the Governments concerned. 

Co. ttr»  SAKW AN (ìndia)  reiterated his  earlier arguments,   and said that the 

sponsors of the draft resolution hoped that,   if the text was not acceptable to the 

Board as drafted,   any modification would retain the original  idea of helping the 

developing countries  in the formulation oí   rational and productive programmes of 

industrial development. 

87. Mr« ABD EL-RAHMAN (Executive Director) suggested that the paragraph might be 

worded as follows: 

"Suggests  that the Executive Director should continue his consultations on 

requests with the Governments concerned for better co-ordination of its 

multilateral programme of aid in  the field of industry with those national 

programmes of development and bilateral assistance". 

80. IIr.- KJiYLOy (Union of Soviet  Socialist Republics) said that he could accept 

that  suggestion. 

89. Operative paragraph 4t as amended by the Executive Director, wag adopted. 

Operative paragraph 5 

90. Operative paragraph 5»  as amended by the three relevant proposals contained in 

document ID/B/L.88,  was adopted. 

91« The PRESIDENT  invited the Board to adopt the draft resolution as a whole, 

as amended. 

92. Mr.   LOPEZ MUINO (Cuba)  recalled the reservations which he had earlier 

expressed on behalf of his delegation concerning the reference in paragraph 5 to 

''regional inter-govemmental organizations'1  and   'regional development bonks''.    These 

reservations would oblige his delegation to  abstain during the vote on the draft 

resolution as a whole. 

93. The draft resolution as a whole,  at. amended,  was adopted. 

The meeting rose at 7  p.m. 






